THIRD PERIOD
Little Learners

Teacher: Cassie Boyd

This sweet class begins with the basic of letters and numbers, their sounds, and creative
activities to reinforce the information shared. Poems, rhymes, games, and crafts will surely
enrich your little learner! We’ll add a bit of sequencing, addition, subtraction, sight words, and
sorting every week. Homeschooling encouragement naturally flows through this lively class, so
Moms, bring your questions! We’re here for your entire family!
Ages: 3-6
Monthly Tuition:
Semester Supply Fee:

$35
$15

Tiny Ballet

Minimum:
Maximum:

Teacher: Miss Caite Strube

This class is designed as an introduction to rhythm, movement, and dance. We will learn the
very basics, from vocabulary to the steps themselves, all while enjoying a class full of music and
fun. We will also learn a special routine to show off the skills gained. This class is built to
encourage confidence and a love of movement.
Age: 3-6
Monthly Tuition:
Semester Supply Fee:

$35
$15

Minimum:
Maximum:

2
12

Required Supplies: Pair of ballet slippers, a leotard, and tights.

Young Scientists

Teacher: Peggy Esters

We will be diving into science through a variety of activities! Kids love a hands-on approach to
learning. First, a new scientific concept will be introduced. Then, we’ll get busy learning. Last,
complete understanding will be reinforced. Quoting everyone’s favorite scientist, Mrs. Frizzle,
“Let’s take chances, make mistakes, and get messy!”
Age: 5-7
Monthly Tuition:
Semester supply fee:

$45
$35

P.E.

Minimum:
Maximum:

1
10

Teacher: Melissa Faith

“A healthy mind needs a healthy body” and this will be our focus. Through balanced exercises
and physical game activities, we will concentrate on individual and group fitness activities that
inspire students to maintain a life-long commitment to their physical, mental, and spiritual wellbeing, and an enduring commitment to camaraderie and fair and honest play.
Age: 5-10
Monthly Tuition:
Semester Supply Fee:

$35
$30

Minimum:
Maximum:

4

Wild Animals Near & Far

Teacher: Rhonda Frantz, RCS, RVS

Let’s go on a journey together and explore God’s amazing animals. We will map them, track
them, and explore all the wonderful animals near and far. Are you ready to take a tour of your
backyard, travel to a jungle, desert, forest, farm and many more places around the world? We
will look at bones, do experiments, and do as many hands-on projects as possible. I will be
using Exploring Creation with Zoology 3 as a reference. We will have an animal rehabilitation
presenter bring live animals different times of the school year, when possible.
Ages: 7-11
Monthly Tuition:
Semester Supply Fee:

$35
$35

Book Club

Minimum:
Maximum:

6
15

Teacher: Joy Davis

Why offer a book club at RCHA? Simple! While each and every child loves a good story, not all
kids like to read. An activity/discussion-based book club actually celebrates a good booksetting, characters, themes, and SO much more. We strive to tap into every child's creative,
natural instinct to share their ideas with peers. Each week as we move forward, we will discover
amazing books, explore different discussion topics, and enjoy sharing ideas!
Our first book, Sideways Stories from Wayside School delights and intrigues as we read! Books
must be purchased by each student. Feel free to utilize used online book sites to purchase
books super cheap!
Ages: 8-12
Monthly Tuition:
Semester Supply fee:

$35
$20

Minimum:
Maximum:

Required Supplies: Books

LEGO Stop Motion: Short Films

Teacher: Jason Yaw

Film directors needed!!
Students will begin learning the basics of stop motion filmmaking. They will script their own
short film stories, build small film sets, learn basic film photography skills, and finally film editing.
Ages: 9 and up
Monthly Tuition:
One Time Supply fee:

$30
$40

Minimum:
Maximum:

Required Supplies: smartphone/ipad/android with $4.99 "Stop Motion" app

Culinary – See 2nd period description

How to Read Literature Like a Professor for Kids Teacher: Lorie Elliott
Literature can be understood on two levels: a surface level for plot, and a symbolic level for
meaning. Identifying the sequence-of-events plot structure is fairly straightforward. Identifying
meaning is elusive; learning to recognize literary patterns embedded in story details is essential.
This course provides students with a handbook for identifying those literary patterns and how
authors use literary devices to weave them into stories. After annotating the handbook,
students will practice analyzing literature for meaning through symbolism. This analytical
process is the critical foundation for all literary studies.
Ages: 10-14
Monthly Tuition:
Semester Supply Fee:

$35
$20

Minimum:
Maximum:

Supplies Required: 3-ring binder with a tab divider dedicated to Read Like a Prof., wide-ruled
loose-leaf paper, pencils, a highlighter, ½”-wide sticky-note page flags (any color).

Oil Painting

Teacher: Kathleen Nelson

In this class, we will break down the fundamentals of oil painting into manageable blocks.
Students will learn about composition, paint mixing, drawing with paint, values (light/dark), and
color theory. Classes will include several painting projects, student participation in setting up the
composition and one-on-one instruction as students paint during class.
Ages: 13-18
Monthly Tuition:
Semester Supply Fee:

$35
$40

Intermediate Guitar

Minimum:
Maximum:

2
10

Teacher: Mark Turner

This guitar class is a place where guitarist can learn more about their instrument. This class is
for more experienced musicians who will focus on various types of scales, more complex chords
and tablature and their application to songs and or songwriting in order to enhance players’
musical skills and composition. Understanding and reading melody and tempo in coordination
will be emphasized and applied to group playing.
Ages: 14-18
Monthly Tuition:
Semester Supply Fee:

$35
$20

Minimum:
Maximum:

Required Supplies: Guitar (case recommended), picks, tuner, and capo.

Algebra

Teacher: Katelyn Kobussen

Doesn’t EVERYONE want to teach their child Algebra?? Wait…NO?? This course attempts to
squeeze in an entire year’s worth of Algebra. We will cover negative numbers, fractions,
decimals, exponents, square roots, order of operations, primes, distribution, binomials,
polynomials, quadratic equation, linear equations, imaginary number, inequalities, and the
Pythagorean theorem. We will also attempt to get to graphing and algebra as it relates to
finance (compound interest, etc.). Aren’t you JEALOUS?!? Each week we will introduce and
practice new concepts in class. There WILL BE HOMEWORK that reviews each of the concepts
we learned in order to build upon it the following week. PLEASE plan to be involved with your
child throughout the duration of this course!
Monthly Tuition:

$35

Minimum:
Maximum:

3
15

Semester Supply Fee - $10 PLUS Algebra 1 for Dummies Workbook (I’m sorry, I greatly
dislike the name too, but it is the most clear cut curriculum that I have found and defines math in
a way that is easily understandable)
**OPTIONAL - Algebra 1 for Dummies Book - if you have any desire to purchase it as a
bundle (available on Amazon) in order to use as a reference during homework for the
week**

Choir

Teacher: Robbie E. Wenner

Choir is an exciting, energetic class where students explore the fundamentals of singing, sightreading, vocal musicianship, and performance.
A choir class can take on a life of its own depending on the students that take part in it and the
opportunities for various performances.
Ages:
Monthly tuition:
Semester Supply Fee:

$35
$30

Minimum:
Maximum:

